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Italy has been a favored travel destination for decades (maybe even centuries?). It’s hard to

compete with Italy’s ancient past, current sophistication, and of course, the golden

combination of pasta, pizza, and gelato. A �rst trip to Italy almost always involves some

combination of Rome, Florence, and Venice—and for good reason; they are three of the

most fascinating, picturesque cities in the world, and showcase how di�erent the regions of

Italy can be. But in a country as lovely as Italy, we don’t think you should stop there! We’ve

got a few ideas to help you explore Italy to its full potential.

 

Explore More of Tuscany

Ok, visiting Tuscany is by no means an original idea—Tuscany is famed for its art, wine, and

rolling hillsides. Visitors �ock to Florence, but missing the smaller cities and towns would be

a huge mistake! Siena, Pisa, Lucca, Chianti, and San Gimignano all attract wise travelers

looking for a true taste of Tuscany.

A Prana Journeys favorite for accommodations is Il Borro Estate in Arezzo—a carefully

restored medieval estate in the heart of Tuscany. The dazzling manor will trick you into

believing you’re living in the time of the Medicis, but with all the luxury and amenities of

modern life. Olive oil and wine here are produced as they were centuries ago—but we’re
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betting that back then they weren’t o�ering olive oil and wine treatments in the luxurious

spa. Our clients that stay at Il Borro also receive a possible upgrade upon arrival, daily full

breakfast for two, one 50€ spa credit, one 50€ golf credit, a complimentary bottle of wine,

possible early check-in and late check-out, and free wi�.

Wander through Arezzo itself and you’ll �nd frescoes by Piero della Francesca in the

cathedral, and work by Cimabue in the Basilica di San Domenico. Swap the Medicean estate

at Il Borro for a visit to the Medici Fortress, where you’ll have views of the entire town and the

rolling hills of Tuscany. The shopping in Arezzo is low-key compared to the hectic souvenir

shops of Florence—the small side streets are �lled with food shops, antique stores, or small

eateries.

Speaking of food, while in Arezzo, don’t miss Antica Osteria l’Agania, an always-packed

restaurant in the historic center of Arezzo, where you can (and really should) try Tuscan

specialties like spaghetti with wild boar or anything with Tuscan tru�le—you may have to

wait outside for a bit, but it will be more than worth it.

 

 

 

Discover Emilia-Romagna

Emilia-Romagna, part of Northern Italy, has something for everyone: stunning Byzantine

architecture in Ravenna, the bustling capital of Bologna, and the foodie paradise of Modena.

In Bologna, you can’t miss the Grand Hotel Majestic Gia’ Baglioni, a sophisticated landmark

with true Italian style. Apart from the new Junior Suites, you can enjoy the luxurious suites

inspired by famous Italian artists. And while you’re in Emilia-Romagna, you have to enjoy all

the traditional dishes that make the region famous! A perfect spot is the hotel’s I Caracci

Restaurant, where you’ll enjoy your meal underneath spectacular frescoes. As always, Prana

Journeys clients get extra goodies—a possible upgrade upon arrival, daily bu�et breakfast

for two, a $100 food and beverage credit, complimentary wi�, and possible early check-in and

late check-out.

Speaking of food, any foodies visiting this famed region shouldn’t miss Modena. Among

Modenese dishes you’ll �nd tortellini, the slightly larger tortelloni, and, of course, Balsamic

Vinegar of Modena. Italy’s most acclaimed restaurant, Osteria Francescana, is located here—

so make sure you plan you trip early enough to get a reservation! If you can’t squeeze in, the

city is full to the brim with other delicious and acclaimed options. Don’t miss Ristorante da
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Danilo, famous for their tortelloni, the bustling and animated atmosphere, and plenty of

regional Lambrusco wine to help wash it down.

Of course, many visitors to Modena will also be attracted to its place in the Italian

automotive industry, as home to the famed Ferrari, Lamborghini, and Maserati sports car

makers.

Unwind on the Amal� Coast

Ok, this de�nitely isn’t a “hidden gem” of Italy anymore, but the Amal� Coast still has its

pockets of seclusion and relaxation! As a popular cruise destination, it’s easy to sail with

many of our luxurious cruise partners through the Mediterranean and stop here for a day or

two; if you’re not a cruiser, there’s good news for you, too! When the cruise travelers depart

for the day, many towns on the coast become much quieter and more tranquil—meaning

more time for you to soak up that Italian atmosphere. Having various options for traveling

around the coast by boat makes a longer stay even better!

There is no shortage of fantastic choices for accommodations in picturesque Positano—we

love the Il San Pietro di Positano for its extensive wellness choices. Relax in the spa with a La

Prairie treatment, practice some yoga or pilates, or just enjoy the �tness room’s coastal views

(those views are de�nitely one way to get us in the gym). A short ride away in the town of

Amal�, you’ll �nd the Hotel Santa Caterina, a seaside villa with a private beach club, views

that will take your breath away, and another fantastic spa! As we have a personal obsession

with Amal� Coast lemons the “Amal� Gold” lemon massage sounds right up our alley!



At the Il Pietro di Positano, our guests receive a possible upgrade upon arrival, daily bu�et

breakfast for two, a $50 spa credit, a complimentary bottle of prosecco upon arrival, along

with two Rubino cocktails, possible early check-in and late check-out, and complimentary

wi�. At the Hotel Santa Caterina, you’ll receive a possible upgrade upon arrival, daily bu�et

breakfast for two, complimentary wi�, possible early check-in and late check-out, and either

gift shopping in the ceramics boutique (high season) or a complimentary lunch for two (low

season).

Le Sirenuse in Positano is another perennial favorite on the Amal� Coast. A renowned staple

for luxury travelers since 1951, Le Sirenuse boasts a serene spa and pool, a bar that is the spot

to see and be seen, and of course, world-class dining at La Sponda—all tucked neatly into

the hills of Positano. And of course, our clients get all the fantastic extras— a possible

upgrade at check-in, daily bu�et breakfast for two, possible early check-in and late check-out,

a $100 spa credit, and complimentary wi�. You won’t even be able to peel your eyes away

from the gorgeous scenery long enough to use wi�!

~

We hope we’ve given you some fresh inspiration for Italy! Though you can never go wrong

with the classics, the beautiful thing about Italy is that each town and region has more to

reveal about this travelers’ dream country. If you’re ready for your next trip to la bella Italia,

check out the “Start Your Journey” tab of the website or email simona@pranajourneys.com!
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Prana Journeys is for those who are adventurous with their travel. Those who enjoy returning from a

once-in-a-lifetime vacation feeling rejuvenated and refreshed. Those who believe in the power of

experiences.
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